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Abstract The breathless pace of market reform in China has brought about pro-

found ruptures in socioeconomic structures and increased mental distress in the

population. In this context, more middle-class urbanites are turning to nascent

psychological counseling to grapple with their problems. This article examines how

Chinese psychotherapists attempt to ‘‘culture’’ or indigenize (bentuhua) three

imported psychotherapy models in order to fit their clients’ expectations, desires,

and sensibilities: the Satir family therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, and sand-

play therapy. It addresses three interrelated questions: What is the role of culture in

adopting, translating, and recasting psychotherapy in contemporary China? How is

cultural difference understood and mobilized by therapists in the therapeutic

encounter? What kind of distinct therapeutic relationship is emerging in postso-

cialist China? Data presented here are drawn from my semistructured interviews and

extensive participant observation at various counseling offices and psychotherapy

workshops in the city of Kunming. My ethnographic account suggests that it is

through constant dialog, translation, and re-articulation between multiple regimes of

knowledge, cultural values, and social practices that a new form of talk therapy with

‘‘Chinese characteristics’’ is emerging. Finally, I reflect upon what this dialogic

process of transformation means for psychotherapy as a form of globally circulating

knowledge/practice.

Keywords Psychotherapy � Indigenization � Cultural translation �
Therapeutic relationship � Postsocialist China
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Introduction

The breathless pace of market reform has brought about profound ruptures in

socioeconomic structures and increased mental distress in the Chinese population.1

The director of the National Center for Mental Health quoted a startling figure of

roughly 100 million Chinese suffering from different degrees of mental illness

(Moore 2009). Faced with increasing market-driven competition, rapid social

changes, and pressure to become successful, more and more middle-class urbanites

are turning to psychological counseling to grapple with their problems, rather than

relying on families and friends or traditional herbal medicine as they did in the past

(see Frammolino 2004). As one reporter puts it, ‘‘this is a radical shift in a nation

where focus on the individual was discouraged by both socialist ideology and

traditional culture’’ (Lawrence 2008).2 The number of people seeking such help is

increasing steadily according to various reports and my interviews with therapists.3

How do we explain this significant shift in the way people manage their well-being

and the care of the self? How do we account for the social and cultural implications

of this recent shift?

My larger research seeks to unravel the process and impact of an unfolding

psychotherapy and counseling movement in postsocialist China. More specifically, I

explore the relationship between culture and psychotherapy, the changing technol-

ogies of the self, and the intersection between emerging therapeutic intervention and

postsocialist governing. During the four summers from 2009 to 2012 (a total of

10 months), I conducted extensive ethnographic fieldwork in the city of Kunming in

southwestern China. In this article, I examine how Chinese psychotherapists attempt

to ‘‘culture’’ three imported psychotherapy models in order to address their clients’

expectations, desires, and sensibilities: Satir family therapy, cognitive behavioral

therapy (CBT), and sandplay therapy.4 I use the term ‘‘culture’’ as a verb here to

highlight the active process of indigenizing (which is called bentuhua in Chinese)

talk therapy by recasting it in culturally specific terms.

More specifically, I address three interrelated questions: What is the role of

culture in adopting, translating, and recasting psychotherapy in contemporary

China? How is ‘‘cultural difference’’ understood and negotiated by Chinese

therapists in their practices? What kind of therapeutic relationship is emerging in

this context? While the therapists often need to modify Western-originated

1 Sing Lee, for example, has demonstrated that ‘‘social change in China has real social consequences in

the mental-health arena,’’ particularly rising prevalence of depression (2011, p. 178). See also Ng (2009).
2 This statement may be a bit too sweeping since part of traditional Chinese culture (such as

Confucianism) also encouraged self-cultivation, but the point is that this focus on personal emotions

represents a significant shift in recent Chinese history.
3 I have done extensive research on this issue, but there are no reliable data available at this point on the

actual number of help seekers. Statistics on mental health hardly exists in China. However, the Chinese

Psychological Society and the Chinese Psychotherapy Networks all claim that the demand is increasing

rapidly. My interviews with the therapists in Kunming also indicate that they have more clients every

year. Some have doubled or tripled the number of clients over the past 5 years.
4 Throughout this article, I mostly use the term ‘‘clients’’ (zike or laifangzhe) rather than ‘‘patients’’

(bingren) to refer to those who seek counseling and therapy from practitioners outside the hospital setting

because this is how they are called in China due to the strong stigma attached to mental patients.
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diagnostic categories, methods, and therapeutic models and align them with local

notions of selfhood, sociality, and therapeutic efficacy in their practice, one cannot

assume a fixed, clear-cut boundary between what is considered ‘‘Western’’ and what

is considered ‘‘Chinese.’’ Both the therapists and the clients are constantly exposed

to new global ideas and practices, at the same time they are embedded in and shaped

by Chinese cultural conditions. Thus, it is important to understand what constitutes

‘‘cultural sensibility’’ (Wang and Zheng 2005) as Chinese therapists navigate

through these diverging and converging cultural spheres.

‘‘Culture’’ and ‘‘Translation’’ in Psychotherapeutic Encounters

Medical and psychological anthropologists have demonstrated that disease and

illness categories are not universal, fixed, or self-evident; rather they are culturally

constituted and fluid in their meanings (Good et al. 2008; Kleinman 1991, 2000;

Kleinman and Good 1985; Lock 1995; Phillips 1998; Sargent and Johnson 1996;

Young 1982). In particular, culture plays a crucial role in how mental illness is

recognized, understood, and treated, and how the therapeutic process is shaped (see

Crapanzano 1981; Csordas and Kleinman 1990; Giordano 2008; Luhrmann 2000;

Martin 2007; Mezzich et al. 1999; Santiago-Irizarry 2001). For example, Kleinman

and Good (1985) have argued that ‘‘depression itself is a cultural category’’ rather

than a universal disease, as it is experienced, recognized, and made meaningful

differently in culturally and historically specific contexts. Kleinman’s study of

neurasthenia and depression in Chinese society (1986) shows how a seemingly

universal category known as ‘‘depression’’ is experienced and transformed into a

culturally specific disorder known as ‘‘neurasthenia.’’ Jenkins also concludes,

‘‘culture is critical in nearly every aspect of schizophrenic illness experience’’

(1998, p. 357). It is thus essential for anthropological studies of mental illness to

integrate a clinical approach with careful social and cultural considerations (Jenkins

et al. 1991).

Literature on transcultural psychiatry (Cheng et al. 1993; Kirmayer 2005, 2007;

Qian et al. 2002; Phillips 1998; Tseng 1999; Zhang et al. 2002) has richly revealed

that how different cultural notions and expectations affect the diagnosis and

treatment of mental illness and shape the therapeutic relationship in diverse cultural

contexts. These studies provide useful analyses of the general patterns of how

culture affects diagnosis and treatment in mental distress, but also address how

tensions embedded in psychiatric and psychological intervention work themselves

out in specific therapeutic contexts. Central to our inquiry here is the very notion of

‘‘culture’’ whose meanings must be carefully unpacked and critically examined. As

Zhang (2007) and others have pointed out, there is still a tendency in some studies to

treat culture as an abstract, bounded entity, or simply as non-Western ‘‘local

knowledge’’ in contrast with Western normative biomedical knowledge. But,

psychotherapy itself is also deeply cultured since it is built on a distinct set of Euro-

American theories and values regarding personhood, selfhood, and social norms

(see Caplan 1998). More recent literature offers a nuanced view of culture, seeing it

as a set of shifting, historically situated practices, rather than a closed system or a set
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of bounded ideas (Chang et al. 2005; Good et al. 2008; Kirmayer 2005; Raikhel

2006; Skultans 2004). Building on these insights, my inquiry treats culture as

processes of beliefs, norms, practices, and ethics in a constant dialog with national

and global forces, while intersecting with diverse regimes of knowledge and value.

In Crazy Like Us: The Globalization of the American Psyche, Ethan Watters

argues that globalization does not only homogenize the material world, but also

homogenizes the way mental illness is expressed and treated throughout the world.

He depicts a disturbing trend of the Americanization of madness and emotional

disorders, which is erasing ‘‘the diversity of different cultural understandings of

mental health and illness’’ (Watters 2010, p. 7). In so doing, he argues that we may

lose precious knowledge that can help improve the human psychological condition,

and thus ‘‘we erase this diversity at our own peril’’ (2010, p. 7). While his alarming

account reflects in part what is taking place in global encounters of psychiatry and

psychology, Watters may have over-simplified the story by downplaying another

important and fascinating process within this prevailing trend of homogenizing the

psyche—that is the constant friction, re-articulation, and contingency in global

encounters (see also Rofel 2007; Tsing 2004). In other words, the homogenizing

tendency is never a smooth and complete one; rather it is contested and transformed

at different locales in uneven ways.

Drawing from my research on the rise of psychotherapy in urban China, I suggest

that a complex dialogic process is taking place as Chinese practitioners embrace,

select, and rework diverse strands of psychological knowledge and therapeutic

practices imported from North America, Europe, and Japan. I use the term

‘‘dialogic’’ in Bakhtin’s sense (1981) to emphasize the mutually constitutive nature

of knowledge production as a relational and dynamic process in which the previous

work and the present one are constantly altering the meaning of each other. The

cultural encounter I explore here is not a simple triumph of Western therapeutic

interventions over Chinese cultural values, norms, and healing, but rather a process

of constant dialog and re-articulation between multiple forms of knowledge,

practice, and ethics (i.e., socialist ideologies, Daoist and Confucian ethics,

traditional Chinese medicine, and Western psychological techniques).

Building on the concept of ‘‘assemblage,’’ my research examines ethnograph-

ically what new decentered regimes of knowledge and healing practice are emerging

in the process of translating and re-articulating imported psychological therapies.5

For example, the notion of somatization—attributing mental and psychological

illness to somatic causes—is often seen as ‘‘a basic feature of the construction of

illness in Chinese culture’’ (Kleinman 1979, p. 146). Yet, this view has been

challenged by recent research for presupposing ‘‘an essentialist distinction between

mind and body, psyche and soma, and thus psychiatric and general medical

diseases’’ (Zhang 2007, p. 33). In the Chinese cultural tradition, there does not exist

the concept of psyche as a separate domain; rather the heart is seen as the grounding

space for cognition, emotion, and morality. Thus, psychology was initially

5 Although the concept of ‘‘assemblage’’ has been largely associated with the work of Deleuze and

Guattari (1987), in this article I draw more specifically from the analysis of ‘‘global assemblages’’

developed by Collier and Ong (2005) and emphasize its ability ‘‘to speak of emergence, heterogeneity,

the decentered, and the ephemeral in nonetheless ordered social life’’ (Marcus and Saka 2006, p. 101).
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translated into Chinese as xinling xue, ‘‘the study of the heart’’ (Larson 2009, p. 36).

It is through the heart (xin) that the body and the mind become mutually embedded.

Further, from the traditional Chinese medicine perspective, ‘‘qi flow transcends the

divisions that psychiatrists make between emotions, the mind, and the body’’

(Scheid 2013, p. 7). As I will show, Chinese therapists do not discredit somatic

claims but at the same time they also encourage their clients to explore their distress

in a way beyond somatic expressions. In sum, they seek to take into account the

complex mind–body-society nexus in order to go beyond the dualistic Western

biomedical epistemology on which modern psychotherapy pivots. I argue that

attending to this nexus is a crucial part of the bentuhua process.6

It is here that I find the notion of translation particularly useful in grasping the

complexity of global circuits of psychotherapy. Broadly understood as what Lydia

Liu calls ‘‘a trope of epistemological crossing’’ (1995), cultural translation is a

formative process in which new knowledge, identities, and meanings are produced

(see also Zhan 2009). Theorists like Walter Benjamin remind us that translation is

never just a matter of finding equivalences between two linguistic systems; rather it

is inevitably a process of alterity, in which the original is also transformed (1978).7

In other words, translation is always a dialogic process of what some have called

‘‘living translation’’ involving constant negotiation and embodied practices (see

Pritzker 2011). In critiquing the concept of ‘‘cultural translation’’ in British social

anthropology, Talal Asad also calls our attention to the unequal power relations

deeply embedded in the process of ‘‘cultural translation.’’ One of the key conditions

of power is ‘‘the authority of ethnographers to uncover the implicit meanings of

subordinate societies’’ (Asad 1986, p. 163).8 I find Benjamin’s view of translation as

transformation and Asad’s point of conditions of power that make certain translation

possible vital to the culturing process I seek to understand. Yet, what Chinese

psychologists and therapists are facing today is not so much a matter of translating

subordinate others, but rather translating a powerful imported knowledge regime

that claims to be scientific, advanced, and universal for a Chinese audience who is at

once in awe of and dubious about it. This article is an attempt to unravel such on-

going experimental processes of cultural encounter and alterity in the therapeutic

setting.

‘‘Psy Fever’’

Before we delve into ethnographic details, let us briefly review the recent history of

psychological and mental-health practices in China. Early developments in modern

psychology took place in the 1950s and the 1960s, but were largely dominated by

6 Susan Brownell (1995) develops a different notion of somatization: Chinese people are often caught in

a web of social interdependency, which is often expressed in conceptions of the body.
7 See also Cristiana Giordano’s discussion of translation and difference in the context of making migrant

subjectivities and citizenship in Italy (2008).
8 Another dimension of this uneven power relations is the role of gender in counseling. Due to space

limit, this article does not discuss it in great detail. I address it elsewhere (Zhang 2011). See also Yang

(2013b).
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the Pavlovian behavioral theory (Pai 1989). During the Cultural Revolution

(1966–1976), mental illness was regarded as a result of wrong political thinking that

could be corrected through forced labor re-education camps (Chang et al. 2005). As

a result, research and teaching of psychology and psychiatry were largely suspended

during the Maoist period (1949–1976). Limited biomedical-based psychiatric

interventions and behavioral modification techniques were largely confined to

prison-hospitals and were used as a form of political control. Mental illness was

associated with severe forms of psychosis and heavily stigmatized. Non-psychotic

distress and mood disorders often went untreated or were frequently expressed in

somatic terms (Kleinman 1979, 1986; Zhang 2007). Western-style psychotherapy or

counseling was nearly absent. Ordinary people with psychological distress suffered

silently or sought traditional Chinese medicine, qigong practice, family, and friends

for help (Chen 2003; Palmer 2007).

New mental-health awareness began to emerge in the late 1980s. The Chinese

state has played a key role in this process. In 2000, the Chinese government

formally recognized the ‘‘World Mental Health Day,’’ and has then led several

nationwide campaigns to raise public awareness of mental health. One of the

significant steps is an instruction, titled ‘‘Guidelines Regarding How to Further

Strengthen Mental Health Work,’’ issued by the Health Ministry to the entire nation

in 2004. The state-run Central Chinese Television Station launched a late night

show called ‘‘Psychological Consultation’’ (xinli fangtan) in 2005, which has

become very popular. It features a 20-min counseling session among a therapist, a

client, and a host, and covers a broad range of interpersonal problems related to

marriage, family, school, and workplace. This program plays a critical role in

popularizing counseling and reducing the stigmas attached to psychological

disorders.

Popular demands for psychological help have been increasing steadily among the

urban middle-classes since the 1990s due to profound socioeconomic transforma-

tions and uncertainty (see Qian et al. 2002).9 In response, the Chinese state launched

a new national examination program in 2003 to certify counselors and therapists.

This program is overseen by the Labor Ministry, not the Health Ministry, so that it

does not have to meet more stringent medical training requirements. It is largely

built on a model of what I call ‘‘the speedy assembly line,’’ through which young

urbanites of diverse backgrounds (with or without a bachelor degree) can finish the

required training courses in 2–3 months, pass the exam, and obtain their counseling

licenses. A typical prep program offers classes on Basic Psychology, Developmental

Psychology, Social Psychology, Child Psychology, Criminal Psychology, and

Counseling Theories and Methods. The teaching is largely based on standardized

text books designed for the exam. Students coming out of these programs tend to

have very limited counseling experience and are poorly prepared for practicing

counseling. By now, over one hundred thousand Chinese have been certified, but

curiously only less than 15 % of them go into private practice (Lawrence 2008).

Why do we see such a low rate of practice? The reason is not merely because most

of these certified people do not meet the basic level of competence to engage in

9 Again, this is based on Chinese researchers’ observation, and no specific numbers are available.
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practice, but more importantly, because large numbers of them actually hold a

regular job and seek such training primarily as a form of self-care and self-

development. Some hope to use what they learn in the speedy training to enhance

their social relationships and work as teachers, police officers, health workers, civil

servants, and so on.10 This is a distinct feature of how psychotherapy training is

embraced by Chinese people.

Meanwhile, a nascent popular psy-industry is flourishing. Since the late 1990s,

numerous books on psychological theories, counseling, and self-help written by

foreign writers have been translated into Chinese. There has also been a surge in the

publication of psychology and self-help books by Chinese writers as well as

magazines that promise people the key to a happier, balanced, and successful life.11

Countless websites dedicated to psychological well-being and counseling training

and service are mushrooming. International experts from North America, Europe,

Japan, and Hong Kong are frequently invited to special training workshops in

Chinese cities; some even conduct training lessons via Skype.12 In recent years,

China has hosted several major international psychology, psychotherapy, and

psychiatry conferences, through which Chinese practitioners had wider global

exposure to current theories and practices. The question of how culture articulates

with mental health is at the forefront of the concerns. For example, the Transcultural

Psychiatry Section of the World Psychiatry Association, and the Chinese Psychiatry

Association co-held an international conference in Shanghai in 2010, devoted to

exploring the intersection of cultural diversity, social change, and mental health.

In sum, what we witness today in urban China is a combination of burgeoning

popular psychology, self-help, and psychotherapy training movement. People are

eager to learn and experiment in this new field, yet there is also a sense of hastiness and

superficiality. It is in this context that the ‘‘speedy assembly line’’ training emerges and

thrives. Further, while this psy fever appears to be privatized and market driven, the

state plays an important role in endorsing and orchestrating it at several stages. Next, I

will introduce my fieldwork site and the methods used in data collection.

Fieldwork Site and Data Collection

Kunming—the primary site of my ethnographic fieldwork—is the capital city of

Yunnan Province, with about six million people. Even though psychotherapy is

further developed in Shanghai, Beijing, and other major Chinese cities, Kunming is

regarded by many as the cradle of the current counseling movement because the first

Advanced Sino-German Psychotherapy Symposium was held there in 1988. At that

time, because psychotherapy was still deemed as ‘‘foreign’’ and ‘‘politically

10 Elsewhere (Zhang 2011), I explain in greater detail why so many people flock to counseling training,

yet so few become a full-time therapist.
11 The most prominent magazine is Psychologies (Xinli), specifically catered to urban middle-class

women.
12 Skype is a new Internet service that offers free calls and video-conferencing. The China American

Psychoanalytic Alliance (CAPA) established in 2006 conducts some of its psychotherapy training

programs via Skype for mental-health professionals in Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, Wuhan, and Xi’an.
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sensitive,’’ most officials and researchers were reluctant to host this event. Professor

Wan Wenpeng boldly took the lead and arranged the conference and training

program in the city. A group of Chinese participants who later graduated from the

3-year Sino-German continual training program have become eminent national

figures in practicing and promoting psychological counseling. The training focused

on systematic family therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, and psychodynamic

therapy.

It is widely believed that large numbers of Chinese suffering from psychological

and emotional problems are not diagnosed or treated. Since depression and anxiety

disorders were simply unknown categories in China until the 1990s (see Lee 2011),

most sufferers somatized their illness and sought traditional Chinese medicine and

other coping methods (Kleinman 1986). This situation makes it extremely difficult

to estimate mental illness rates in China.13 By any account, however, for a city of

six million people, mental-health facilities in Kunming are distressingly inadequate.

Currently, it has only two psychiatric hospitals that deal with severe cases of

psychosis, with a total of about 800 in-patient beds. The four major general hospitals

have their own psychiatric wards, but the scale is limited and the treatment targets

mostly acute psychosis. In recent years, the out-patient clinics at these hospitals

have begun to treat patients with emotional disorders, but the treatment relies

predominantly on psychotropic drugs.14

Broadly speaking, there are three ‘‘camps’’ of Chinese practitioners in

counseling: (1) the academy-based (xueyuan pai): university psychology professors

who tend to focus on theories although some of them come from a clinical

background and also participate in counseling work; (2) the hospital-based (yiyuan

pai): psychiatrists who focus on drug treatment and engage only in brief talk

therapy; and (3) the society-based (shehui pai): self-fashioned private counselors

who come out of the short-term certification programs.15 The first two groups are

relatively small in number, yet have strong institutional support. They tend to be

elitist and look down upon the third group. My research focuses on the third group

because they are the major players in Chinese psychotherapy, although I also

interviewed some university-based psychologists and hospital-based psychiatrists.

13 According to a 2009 survey by Michael Philips et al. (cited in Cyranoski 2010), 17.5 % of Chinese

have some form of mental illness. Yet, the mental-health infrastructure is severely under-developed. The

ratio of psychaitrists to the population is 1.5 per 100,000 people (Cyranoski 2010), and the ratio for

counselors to the population is 2.4 per 1 million people (Lim et al. 2010). Michael Philips, Huaqing, and

Yanping Zhang suggest that China’s suicide rate (largely among rural women) is one of the highest in the

world today, and one of the reasons might be the lack of treatment for persons with depressive illness

although they also point to other important social factors that contribute to the high suicide rate (Philips

1999).
14 See Sing Lee’s account of the recent expansion of big pharma and the commercialization of depression

in China (2011). Yet, there exists a strong aversion toward psychotropic drugs among Chinese for cultural

reasons (see Ng 2009).
15 In China, there are two terms commonly used to refer to those practicing psychological counseling:

counselors (zixun shi) and therapists (zhiliao shi). Although the latter carries slightly more medical weight

than the former, they are not clearly differentiated and often used interchangeably in everyday

conversations among Chinese people.
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While in China, I was affiliated with the Yunnan Provincial Health Education

Institute’s counseling center, and with a private counseling firm. I carried out

extensive participant observation at three sites that offered the certification

preparation program. I maintained close ties with an internship center dedicated

to helping newly licensed psychotherapists for advanced training. I participated in

numerous training workshops (sandplay therapy, hypnosis, and mindfulness

therapy) and other activities it offered, and had ample opportunities to interact

with more than 40 interns who came to the center. Based on my connections at these

places and through the snowball method, I was able to interview about 32 therapists

and counseling trainees (14 men and 18 women, aged between 22 and 48), observe

15 private therapy sessions. Due to privacy concerns and the sensitivity of

conducting any surveys in China, especially in the realm of mental health and

personal problems, I chose to rely on qualitative materials—narratives and accounts

provided by my informants. Thus, data presented in this article are drawn primarily

from my semistructured, open-ended interviews conducted in either Kunming

dialect or Mandarin with the therapists and the trainees, as well as my extensive

participant observation at psychotherapy workshops and private counseling offices.

The majority of the interviews lasted from 1 to 2 h each, and they were mostly

digitally recorded and transcribed later.

Although my findings and analysis below are concentrated on four practitioners

(Mr. Liu, Mr. Zhao, Mr. Cao, and Ms. Zhou) in therapeutic encounters, these cases

are carefully selected among some 30 therapists I interviewed or worked with. Their

stories and narratives, I believe, can offer a more vivid account than numbers could

do. I choose to focus on these four cases because they are among the most articulate,

key informants who best represent the ‘‘culturing’’ psychotherapy effort in their own

way. In these accounts, I also try to weave in their interactions with their clients

although the primary focus is on the therapists.

Unpacking ‘‘Bentuhua’’

A key challenge facing Chinese talk therapists is how to make Western-originated

psychological and psychiatric knowledge and therapeutic models ‘‘fit’’ Chinese

social norms, cultural values, and desires (see Zhu 2008; Xu 2008; Yang et al.

2005). This process of ‘‘fitting’’ is called ‘‘bentuhua,’’ which can be roughly

translated into English as ‘‘localization,’’ ‘‘indigenization,’’ or ‘‘culturing.’’ It is

widely recognized by Chinese practitioners that ‘‘bentuhua’’ is a long and

demanding process involving creative thinking, ample experiments, and one’s

understandings of both Western and Chinese cultural histories.16 The ability of

engaging in ‘‘bentuhua’’ is regarded as the key to a successful counseling career in

China. Yet, the issue of how and what kinds of adaptation and re-invention are

required in the process of indigenization is unclear; it largely depends on the

16 Compare Amy Borovoy’s fascinating study of Japanese psychiatrist Takeo Doi’s early attempt to

develop an ‘‘indigenous’’ form of Japanese cultural psychology that can bridge ideas of relationalism and

individualism, Japanese particularism, and Western humanism (2012). See also Rong-Bang Peng’s

investigation into the indigenous psychology movement in Taiwan (2012).
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specific psychological theories, therapeutic contexts, and the educational back-

ground of the practitioners.

My research shows that although a range of psychological theories and treatment

models have been introduced to China, three approaches have gained popularity and

are undergoing various adaptions: systematic family therapy, cognitive behavioral

therapy (CBT), and sandplay therapy. While Freudian theories and classic

psychoanalysis are recognized as the foundation of contemporary psychology and

counseling, they are not commonly applied to actual counseling or advertised by

therapists as their areas of expertise. Why so? What does bentuhua mean to the

therapists who advocate the three approaches? I seek to answer these questions

through three accounts below.

The Satir Model and the Chinese Family

One of the therapy models embraced by many Chinese practitioners is the ‘‘Satir

Model’’ developed by an American psychotherapist, Virginia Satir (1916–1988).

Even though Satir’s influence has largely waned over the past three decades in the

U.S., her theory and writing are rapidly gaining popularity in Chinese cities. Three

of her books have been translated and published in Chinese in recent years: The

Satir Model Family Therapy and Beyond, The New Peoplemaking, and Satir Step by

Step: A Guide to Creating Change in Families. The Satir Institute of China

originally established in Hong Kong in the 1990s has created several branch offices

in Beijing, Guangzhou, and elsewhere. In 2010, the counseling firm I was affiliated

with obtained permission from the Satir Institute of the Pacific to establish a

regional center in Kunming.17 These branches operate like franchises, offer fee-

based training workshops, engage in branding activities, and seek to spread the

‘‘Satir Model.’’

The core of Satir family therapy is to situate what appear to be individual’s

problems in the family system rather than isolating them and solely focusing on the

individual. Some researchers and therapists I spoke to suggest that the preference

for family therapy is clearly shaped by a long-standing Chinese cultural expectation

of the self as a social self, a strong obligation to one’s family, and collective-

oriented values (see Chang et al. 2005; Qian et al. 2002; Tseng 1999 for example).

As therapist Liu Zhen put it,

It is very hard to talk to my Chinese clients about the social and emotional

problems they experience without talking about their interaction with family

members, friends, and co-workers. Oftentimes, their problems are deeply

entangled with the social world in which they are embedded. Their anxiety

and depression are largely derived from the dysfunctional communication and

interaction within the family.

17 I translated all the documents and the application for this firm, and thus had the opportunity to gain

deeper knowledge of how this process worked and what motivated Chinese therapists to engage in the

Satir Model.
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Mr. Liu was in his late forties and had been in private practice for about 15 years.

I have followed his practice for about 5 years and was given permission to sit in

several of his counseling sessions. Although he saw clients of different demographic

backgrounds, his specialty was in family problems and youth behavior. In the mid

1990s, he quit his university lecturer position in students’ political thought work,

and was later certified as a therapist through the national qualification program.

After gaining more advanced training by attending specialized workshops and

several years of counseling practice, he felt that the Satir model of family therapy

was most effective and could be easily accepted by his clients.

Many Chinese parents brought their children to counseling usually when the

problem was so severe that it had clearly interfered with the children’s school

performance and social life. Anxious parents, however, tended to think that they

themselves were ‘‘normal’’ and it was only their children who were problematic.

But after the first session, Liu could often trace the root cause of the problems to

troubled family dynamics. Using the Satir model, he would usually bring key family

members into the therapy sessions in order to change and improve the commu-

nication skills and the mode of interaction among members. One of the techniques

Liu used is called ‘‘family reconstruction’’ developed by Satir. It uses role-playing

to help clients gain new perspectives of how members can be related to one another

in order to break the existing pathological pattern of family dynamics. This

experiential component of the therapy is particularly attractive to his clients who are

skeptical about solely replying on verbal communications. Therapists who are

drawn to the Satir model suggest that since the Chinese notion of personhood is

deeply rooted in family, kin, and social relationships, the Satir approach makes good

sense in this context. After all, ‘‘personal’’ psychological problems are rarely

derived individually; the family is usually the key milieu. Thus, a crucial step in

family therapy is when parents begin to see their ‘‘children’s problems’’ through the

lens of the family involving themselves.

For example, I observed a 2-h family counseling session conducted by Mr. Liu,

in which a migrant couple in their 40s brought their 17-year-old son in because of

his inability to socialize at school and his poor grades. The father came to help his

wife narrate their son’s problems: ‘‘I am here to lay out the problem. They cannot

say it clearly. My son is rebellious. He does not talk to us at all, nor does he listen to

us. We need your expert help quickly!’’ Liu let him talk for about 10 min. Then, he

asked the parents to step out of the office and talked to the son for about 30 min. The

conversation was difficult in the beginning because the teenager was reluctant to

speak his mind. He said that he was not used to talking about how he felt openly and

most of the time he was yelled at. It turned out that the root cause of their son’s

‘‘abnormal’’ behavior was the troubled father–son relationship. The father was a

migrant worker who was largely absent in the family as he had to follow jobs from

place to place. When he returned for a short period of time, he often scolded his son

or beat him up. Thus, his son refused to talk to him and found communication with

others painfully difficult.

Given the situation, Liu decided that it would be crucial for the three of them to

return for follow-up counseling. However, there exists multiple resistance to

systematic family therapy. Here, I would like to discuss the gender and financial
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factors. First, while recognizing the importance of family members’ participation in

the healing process, men tend to be reluctant to do so. There is an assumption that

the mother is the primary care giver in the family, and therefore it is sufficient to

include her in the treatment of the child. In addition, some men find it difficult to

express their feelings openly and see talk therapy as a feminine sphere that can

potentially undermine their manhood. When Liu told the parents that they both

needed to come back with their son a few more times, the father became

apprehensive and said: ‘‘I cannot come back. I am very busy and will be out of town

for the next few months…Maybe my wife can come back one more time. Isn’t she

enough? I have to work and got no time for this.’’ Second, long-term or multiple

sessions are simply not affordable for ordinary families even if they want. For this

working class couple, 150 yuan per session (already a reduced rate due to their

economic status) was not a small number given their monthly income was less than

3,000 yuan. Thus, they just wanted to get an expert’s quick evaluation and advice,

and never intended to return. In the end, Liu was able to convince the parents to let

the son come back a few more times at the rate of 50 yuan. I later learned that his

mother accompanied him back once, and he was making progress at school.

In sum, while the Satir family therapy resonates well with how most Chinese

people think about the role of the family in shaping a person, in practice it is not

always easy to secure family participation due to time pressure, financial limits, and

gendered understandings of parental responsibilities and emotional care. Chinese

therapists often need to make compromises and negotiate with their clients given the

reality. In the cases I observed, a few clients and their family members were willing

to change their initial expectations and come back for three to five more sessions.

This situation was not ideal, but certainly better than when they started.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Socialist ‘‘Thought Work’’

Another preferred approach is cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) primarily

developed by American psychologists Ellis (2001) and Beck (1993). Although the

efficacy of CBT is still debatable in the international community, it has been widely

viewed as an effective approach to treat dysfunctional emotions and behaviors

through cognitive interventions.18 Since CBT is relatively brief and produces

observable results, it is seen as cost-effective and is preferred by the health

insurance industry in North America and beyond.

Recent medical care reform in China has moved away from the state-subsidized,

virtually free service offered by work units (danwei) under socialism to a

commercialized, hybrid system that draws contributions from the state, the work

unit, and the individuals. Since counseling is still not covered by any insurance plan,

individuals and families have to pay for the service out of their own pocket. The

fees, which normally range from 200 to 500 yuan per hour in Kunming today, are

considered extremely high given that the average annual income per capita there is

less than 29,000 yuan.19 Even for middle-class families, long-term treatment is too

18 For example, the American Psychiatric Association Practice Guidelines (April 2000) suggests that

CBT is one of the most effective treatments for major depressive disorder.
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costly. CBT is thus favored by both therapists and clients who believe that it can

produce quick results and lead to pragmatic behavioral changes. Classic psycho-

dynamic psychoanalysis, which normally requires a prolonged treatment period, is

not widely preferred in China.

In addition to financial considerations, there are also important cultural factors at

work. Although CBT includes a variety of approaches and therapeutic techniques,

its gist is to help patients recognize when and where their thinking processes go

awry, and how to replace them with a more reasonable, positive schema. In short,

CBT claims that it is possible to change the way people think and respond, and that

such cognitive and affective shifts will result in behavioral changes. This approach

is similar to the way Chinese people approach self-cultivation and self-improvement

for social and political purposes. In particular, it shares a striking similarity with the

principle and method of the socialist ‘‘thought work’’ (sixiang gongzuo) carried out

by the party state in its grassroots campaigns and daily social work. Essentially,

doing ‘‘thought work’’ under socialism is to alter the way people think about

themselves and their relationship to the party-state by instilling a new set of values

and ethics aligned with the goal of the party and the revolutionary demands.

‘‘Thought work’’ can be done in group through collective political study meetings,

or in a private fashion through face-to-face, heart-to-heart talking (tanxin) between a

politically ‘‘enlightened’’ party member and a member of the masses. Over time,

doing ‘‘thought work’’ had become a widespread, common method of engendering

change in a person beyond political purposes. It is important to note that effective

‘‘thought work’’ tends to take place in a more personal setting and has an affective

dimension involving feelings, attitudes, and gestures of care.20

Although the content and the goal of ‘‘thought work’’ differ from those of CBT

treatment, one can see some parallels between them. Several therapists I interviewed

pointed out this interesting connection to me. Three of them had actually been in the

profession of ‘‘doing thought work’’ at universities or enterprises for years before

becoming therapists. They found CBT a good fit with the way Chinese people think

about the role of thoughts in behavioral change. They told me that their focus in

CBT work today is no longer on political ideology or political persuasion; instead, it

is mostly on promoting personal growth and tackling emotional problems and

familial troubles. But the skills they had learned from previous ‘‘thought work’’ can

be easily applied to their current counseling. As one female therapist said,

‘‘Working with numerous students in those years taught me how to be an attentive

listener and be very patient, discerning, and caring. I have also seen the first hand

how people’s thought patterns can be altered under sound guidance and persistent

influences. But for sure, I enjoy doing CBT work much more than doing socialist

thought work because I feel that I am actually helping my clients and making a

meaningful difference in their life.’’

19 The exchange rate as of 2014 is roughly 1 US dollar to 6.23 yuan. A few very well-known therapists

would charge as high as 500–800 yuan per hour.
20 For more analysis of affective practices in therapeutic intervention among the poor in China, see Jie

Yang’s insightful work on ‘‘the affective state’’ (2013a, c).
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Mr. Zhao Jin, a well-known therapist for his treatment of youth depression,

anxiety, socialization difficulty, and problems with schooling, is a strong supporter

of CBT. He is a local university psychology professor and has had his private

counseling practice for about 15 years. He also sees important connections between

‘‘political thought work’’ and psychological counseling in the Chinese context

although he emphasizes the scientific foundation of the latter. He explained to me

why he preferred CBT in his treatment:

I do not exclude any methods and theories that might be useful in treatment.

But over the past ten years I have been more inclined to combine family

therapy with cognitive-behavior therapy. I focus on the problems in the

present moment, and show how the family can work together for positive

changes without necessarily dwelling on one’s childhood experiences. This

choice has proven to be most effective and less mystifying. My clients can

understand and take it well.

He remarked that his clients tended to lose patience if he asked them to recount

their past and spend some time analyzing it. They wanted to know how to solve their

problems and how to correct their erroneous way of thinking. Further, part of the

appeal of CBT is derived from its perceived ability to provide an evidence-based

therapy, which his clients find more tangible than what other approaches (such as

Freudian psychoanalysis) can provide. In addition, Mr. Zhao and some therapists in

Kunming also try to incorporate mindfulness techniques into cognitive therapy

through the practice of meditation in order to unify the body and the mind. This

combined approach, they report, tends to improve the mood more quickly.21 In sum,

Zhao’s eclectic combination of family therapy, CBT, meditation, and other

techniques represents a common trend among the majority of Kunming

practitioners.

Re-articulating Jung Through Sandplay Therapy

There is a growing fascination among some Chinese therapists with theories and

therapeutic techniques inspired by Carl Jung. In this section, I examine how they re-

articulate the cultural affinity between traditional Chinese philosophy and religion

and Jung-inspired psychological theories. I will also show how they seek to create

new brands of psychotherapy through the notion of cultural fusion, especially in the

context of sandplay therapy.

Sandplay therapy (shapan youxi zhiliao) is a therapeutic method in which ‘‘the

client is given the possibility, by means of figures and the arrangement of the sand in

the area bounded by the sandbox, to set up a world corresponding to his or her inner

state’’ (Kalff 1991). Through this free, creative play and a visible three-dimensional

form, the therapist is said to be able to access the unconscious processes of the

21 The application of mindfulness (originally borrowed from Buddhism) to clinical psychology and

psychiatry has gained enormous popularity in the West over the past twenty years. It has been widely used

in stress reduction, cognitive therapy, dialectical behavior therapy, and Morita therapy. A leading figure

in mindfulness-based psychotherapy is Jon Kabat-Zinn based at the University of Massachusetts Medical

School (see Kabat-Zinn 1990, 2005 for example).
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client. This therapy, originally developed by Swiss therapist, Dora Kalff, intrigues

some Chinese practitioners (see Shen and Gao 2004; Kalff 1980). Kalff studied

Chinese as a child and became keenly interested in Chinese culture, particularly

Daoism and Taijitu (‘‘Diagram of Ultimate Power’’). She later became a student of

Carl Jung and followed his theory and thinking closely. Jung himself was also

heavily influenced by Chinese philosophy and religion, especially the thinking of

the I Ching (The Book of Changes). His works on collective unconscious, archetypal

images, and symbols were influenced by his fascination with the I Ching and oracle

techniques.22 Yet, the connections among sandplay therapy, Carl Jung, and

traditional Chinese culture are not always self-evident. They had to be unearthed,

highlighted, and publicized for the Chinese audience, and this task is primarily

taken on by Professor Shen Heyong—a key figure who introduced sandplay to

China and is now widely regarded as the authority on a fusion style therapy inspired

by Jung yet rooted in the Chinese cultural repertoire.

In his extensive writing on sandplay, Shen highlights what he sees as deep

connections between this therapeutic method, Jung, and the Chinese cultural ethos.

In an article titled ‘‘C. G. Jung and China: A Continued Dialogue’’ (2009), Shen

details the profound influence of a German sinologist and translator, Richard

Wilhelm, on Jung who wrote an introduction for the two important Chinese books

translated by Wilhelm: I Ching, and The Secret of the Golden Flower (Taiyi Jinhua

Zongzhi), a Taoist book on meditation. Shen has also identified the two most

important intellectual links between Jung and Chinese culture: First is a particular

form of the self as symbolized by the mandala: ‘‘The mandala as a manifestation of

the Self’s intrinsic ability to hold and thus integrate the unconscious in an individual

way’’ (Shen 2009, p. 9). Second is the importance of images (yixiang) and symbols

in communication as illustrated by Chinese ideographic and pictographic characters,

which he called ‘‘readable archetypes.’’ The Chinese term, yixiang, literally means

an object laden with meanings. In his teaching, Shen trains his students how to grasp

and interpret yixiang that emerge from sandplay and hypnosis by delving into

Chinese religion, mythology, cosmology, and literature. In April 2009, on behalf of

the International Psychoanalytical Association, Shen co-organized an international

conference on ‘‘the Role of Yixiang in Psychotherapy’’ in Shanghai. This event was

a clear attempt to bridge the yixiang theory, Jungian psychology, and other

psychotherapeutic techniques.

Drawing from Jung’s theory on symbols and unconscious and Daoist and

Buddhist thinking about the relationship among self, action, and perception, another

therapist, Zhu Jianjun, has branded his talk therapy as the ‘‘Imagery Communication

Psychotherapy’’ (Yixiang Duihua). The gist of his theory is that a dialog with

yixiang, rather than narratives, offers a better conduit of grasping Eastern

psychological experiences. He claims that this method is a successful product of

bentuhua in understanding culturally specific psychological experiences. By

publishing his book in both Chinese and English, it is not difficult to see Zhu’s

intention to not only educate Chinese readers but also suggest how global

22 One of the most compelling evidences is a collection of Jung’s writing translated by R. F. C. Hull,

titled Psychology and the East (1978).
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psychotherapy can be conducted. Both Shen and Zhu feel strongly that China should

not blindly apply Western therapeutic practices, but rather enrich and transform

them in a meaningful way.

Among the therapists I interviewed, at least six of them followed Shen’s

interpretation of sandplay therapy and Zhu’s yixiang dialog method closely. Mr.

Cao Jing is one of them, and his bentuhua attempt was the most innovative and

fruitful. He studied sandplay therapy extensively and had attended several

workshops offered by Shen Heyong a few years ago. When I met him, he was

the chief instructor at an internship office run by a local therapist training school. Its

goal was to help those who just got their certificates engage in more advanced,

supervised counseling training. Mr. Cao was extremely knowledgeable about

classical Chinese literature, traditional Chinese medicine, and the texts of

Buddhism, Daoism, and I Ching. I sat in many of his training workshops, and

watched him invoking stories and symbols from the Chinese cultural repertoire in

his teaching. He was able to skillfully blend Jungian analytical psychology and

sandplay theory with his creative interpretations that largely drew upon writings by

Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi and Buddhist texts. Cao also used Jung’s theory of archetypes

and collective unconsciousness to interpret what he called ‘‘the deeper meanings’’ of

the images and symbols that emerged in sandplay sessions and art therapy. For

example, he provided detailed readings of such images as fish, temple, river, pine

tree, grass, Buddha, and Guanyin (the bodhisattva of compassion revered in

Buddhism). These were all rich symbols in the Chinese cultural tradition that

repeatedly appeared in his clients’ and students’ sandplay or hypnosis sessions. For

instance, the image of a red carp that appeared in a female student’s hypnosis was

said to be imbued with her desire for autonomy and ease; another image of a tall, old

pine tree was said to signify a state of mind marked by rootedness and steadiness.

Cao gave us a long lecture of how fish and pine trees figured in various ancient

Chinese literatures and the deep meanings attached to them. He stressed that the key

was not to treat these images in isolation; instead a productive interpretation and

healing hinged upon one’s ability to read these images in a relational manner.

Cao’s fusion approach is further exemplified in a therapeutic case that he shared

with me. The client, Ms. Jiang, was a highly educated female intellect in her forties

who suffered from emotional disorders with depressive and anxious symptoms (lack

of interest in daily activities, insomnia, and fear of social events) since the death of her

father. Refusing to give her a simple illness label, he sought to help her explore the root

cause of her emotional disturbance and find a path of healing. The therapeutic process,

which lasted over a year, involved sandplay sessions, hypnosis, and meditation, but

most of all, deep imagery communications through poetry writing between the two of

them. Over the course of 2 years, as documented by Cao in over two hundred pages of

therapy notes, they exchanged numerous poems that served as the bedrock of their

therapeutic communication. Much of the writing was inspired by Jung’s ‘‘active

imagination’’ technique and Zen Buddhism’s wisdom of guanzhao (contemplation).

Buddhist elements appeared prominently throughout their writing, especially via the

reoccurring image of fu (Buddha) or guanyin (the female bodhisattva), and the

merging of one’s soul with the spirits of these divine figures. In his notes, Cao wrote

‘‘At this moment, I cannot help but admire the wisdom of religion—the true power of
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salvation is intrinsically compatible with the nature of psychotherapy. Moreover, they

benefit and strengthen each other. Only the incorporation of Chinese culture can

eventually lead to a successful treatment of psychological problems of Chinese

people.’’ Ms. Jiang embraced the power of images in this unique form of deep

communication, which provided her a channel of profound emotional connectivity

and articulation that was missing in her life for years. I learned that she later

successfully extended this mode of communication with her husband who was a

journalist and that her recovery was steady and promising. In this case, we see that both

the therapist and the client were interested in incorporating different therapeutic

techniques in the treatment process, and together they found the crucial dynamic that

worked well—a fusion of poetry, Buddhism, and active imagination. This was truly a

dialogic process in which each encounter was built on and shaped by the previous ones.

It is worth pointing out that not all therapists I met in Kunming are interested in

bentuhua. For those who are younger and in the earlier stage of practice,

understanding how their clients’ problems and distress are generated in the

contemporary social context in which they live is sufficient. These practitioners are

less eager to cultivate a deeper reworking of psychological theories and practices

because they believe that the power of psychotherapy lies in its Western origin and

‘‘scientific’’ status. Next, we will examine how bentuhua also impacts the kind of

therapeutic relationships formed in the Chinese context.

Therapeutic Relationships with ‘‘Chinese Characteristics’’

Establishing an optimal therapeutic relationship is commonly seen as the key and

the first step to effective treatment. But what counts as a ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘desirable’’

relationship is not universal or fixed. According to several influential books on

counseling techniques translated into Chinese, an ideal therapeutic relationship

should be open, egalitarian, friendly, and respectful. Empathy is the key, and the

role of the therapist is to encourage the client to engage in deep self-exploration and

form a partnership with the therapist. It is curious that in this literature, the question

of power relations in therapeutic settings is rarely addressed. Most writings by

Chinese psychologists and counselors are heavily influenced by Carl Rogers due to

his humanistic approach (see Qian 1994). For example, the national qualification

exam textbook cites the following elements from Rogers’s client-centered

psychotherapy for how to establish a sound counseling relationship: respect,

warmth, genuineness, empathy, and positive regard (cf. Rogers 1951). Yet, there is

little discussion on how the unequal power relationship between the therapist and

the client is shaped by social, economic, and cultural factors. The textbook only

states that therapists must be sensitive to specific cultural contexts and individual

situations, and should use ‘‘good cultural sensibility’’ to judge what is most

appropriate for the specific case.23

23 One example given with regard to cultural sensitivity is this: ‘‘Western therapists sometimes express

their empathy through hugs, touches, and even kisses, but Chinese culture does not such behaviors,

especially between the two genders’’ (National Occupational Qualification Training Textbook:

Psychological Counselor Level III 2005, p. 61).
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During my fieldwork in Kunming, I found that most of the therapists could easily

cite the principles of a desirable therapeutic relationship they learned from the

textbook. But when I observed their counseling sessions and probed the issue

further, the situation became murky and complicated. In China, talk therapy in

general is quite directive and is largely built on the basis of an authoritative figure.

Despite the effort to create a relaxed and open environment, therapists find it hard to

change the overwhelming expectations by their clients’ for authority and direction.

As Qian et al. note, ‘‘Chinese people are socialized to heed the direction of elders,

authorities, and professionals. Since therapists are the ‘‘experts,’ it is expected that

they will direct the treatment and provide resolution of the problem’’ (2002: 59).

This expectation is at odds with Carl Rogers’s non-directive approach that proposes

minimum intervention by the therapist on the fundamental belief that people tend to

move toward growth and healing and thus are capable of finding their own answers

to their problems.

The cases I observed suggest that the clients tended to be eager to find out what

the problems were and how to fix them. They anticipated a straightforward

diagnosis and a quick remedy. Rather than searching for an inner authority, they

looked for an external authority for judgment, approval, and guidance. When they

did not get what they had hoped for, they became agitated and might even lose

confidence in the therapist’s ability to heal. Let us take a closer look at the

experience of a skilled psychological counselor, Ms. Zhou. Negotiating the

expectation for a quick, directive therapy was a chief challenge she encountered:

Typically during the first visit I try to make my client feel comfortable and

safe, and also gather basic information to get to know the person and his/her

emotional troubles. But at the end of the first visit, they already want to know

what specific action they should take. They feel that it is my responsibility to

offer my knowledge and advice, which they have just paid for. Otherwise, they

feel that I owe them or I am just a sham.

During my observation of the three counseling sessions she conducted, I noticed

that the clients all insisted on addressing her ‘‘Teacher Zhou’’ or ‘‘Doctor Zhou’’ to

show their deference to her. Ms. Zhou, in her mid 40s, had a fine ability to make

help-seekers open up even in some quite difficult cases, yet it was challenging for

her to temper their desires to seek immediate enlightenment and solutions. Such

desires tend to steer the focus of the client toward an external, authoritative figure,

rather than toward his/her own inner experiences, insights, and capacity for healing.

One possible explanation for this tendency is that in both Western biomedicine

and traditional Chinese medicine, the doctor is seen by Chinese patients as the

source of wisdom, trust, and kindly power for healing (Farquhar 1996). Thus, many

people have quickly adopted this familiar medical model in the new talk therapy

setting. As one of her clients put it, ‘‘If my therapist cannot give me insights and

instructions, why should I waste my money and time? I want real results in order to

trust his/her ability. Respect, warmth, and empathy alone will not take my problems

away.’’ Another possible explanation is that the desire for direction and external

authority may be seen as a lingering effect of people’s habitual dependence on the

state and work units under socialism. They thus transfer this expectation to the
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therapeutic setting. In this context, therapists’ push for self-exploration and self-

reliance can be interpreted as a conscious or unconscious advocacy for a neoliberal

mode of the self, one that resonates with Chinese government’s recent call for

individuals to become responsible for their own well-being and problems.24

However, the notion of authority can also carry a different connotations in some

cultural contexts. As Borovoy points out in her study of Japanese psychiatrist Doi’s

critique of Freud and his effort to rehabilitate the notion of ‘‘dependency,’’ authority

can be ‘‘potentially benevolent and socially necessary’’ (2012, p. 273). Given such

particular understandings of authority and action-oriented attitudes, therapists are

compelled to provide pragmatic advices on specific things that the clients can do

and will generate quick, observable results.

Conclusion

Psychotherapy, originally born in the Western context, is bound to be experienced

very differently in diverse cultural contexts. As it is transplanted into other societies,

the tension embedded in this process is likely to be articulated and works itself out

differently from place to place, from time to time (see Matza 2009; Raikhel 2006;

Plotkin 2001; Borovoy 2012). Chinese psychotherapists are facing a profound

cultural dilemma. On the one hand, a great deal of the appeal and the perceived

power of psychological counseling is derived from its Western origin and the claim

to scientific knowledge; on the other hand, these psychological theories and

therapeutic techniques often do not necessarily fit the ways most Chinese people

conceive of therapeutic relationships, self-family dynamics, and efficacy in healing.

Therefore, it is important to understand how the process of incorporating culturally

specific concerns and techniques takes place and transforms the ways talk therapy is

fashioned and conducted across time and space.

As my research shows, Chinese therapists often need to negotiate multiple

transformations in the bentuhua process. They themselves must first undergo an

epistemological shift in order to grasp imported psychotherapy knowledge, and then

rework them to fit the local cultural and social contexts. They do so by intentionally

embracing therapeutic models that are more congruent with Chinese cultural

sensibilities and by recasting them through the Chinese cultural repertoire. Several

features are central to their consideration and effort to render psychotherapy a

distinct cultural form: the strong orientation toward the family and social nexus,

legacies of socialist thought work, healing techniques borrowed from Zen Buddhism

and Daoism, and interpretation methods based on communication with images and

symbols. Further, Chinese therapists must respect and rework the expectations of

their clients who have little prior exposure to professional psychological interven-

tions. The tensions between inward-looking and outward-looking, Western and

Chinese cultural orientations, collaborative and authoritative treatment styles,

however, will not be easily and quickly resolved. In the long run, I am hopeful that

these tensions will prove to be productive because they also present a rare

24 I thank one of the reviewers for suggesting this second insightful reading.
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opportunity for Chinese practitioners to craft a hybrid, culturally embedded form of

counseling that has the potential to transcend the epistemological divide in thinking

about personhood, body-mind experiences, and narrative versus non-narrative

modes of the talking cure.
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helpful suggestions and comments, much of which have been incorporated into this final version and
strengthened my analysis.
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